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SUMMARY

For two demcbs (1948-68) the bitumhAts coal industry achieved gains

in productivity (output per man-day) which had the effect of reducing average an-.

nual employment in the industry from 436,000 in 1948 to 126, 0(0 in 1968. Two

factors were chiefly responsible for the employment decline. One was increa.s-:

ing mechanization in practically all phases of coal production; the other has a

growing shift from underground mines to surfaCc mines; primarily strip. Them
7 Nx

output per mai-dy) in surfacefrnies was about 2 1/2 times (recently 3 times) the

daily output per man in underground Mines.

'Therefore, in projecting future employment in the industry there are

three basic factors to be taken into account: (1) the prospective annual output of
Ns.

coal; (2) tho groportions of that output produced by underground and surface mines

respectively; and (3) the rates of increase in productivity in underground and sur-.

face mines, taken separately.

The most comprehensive analysis of the future prospects of theibitum-,

inous coal industry Was made by the National Petroleum Council in 1971-72 as one
ti

phase of their study of the nation's energy crisis (U.S. Energy Outlook: An Initial

Appraisal, 1971 -85). Every possible source of energy (oil, gas, coal, atomic,
o

etc.) Was analyzed by task forces of aperts who conducted special studies in depth

fol. each source. In the case of bituminous coal the CounciRs committee projected

a 1980 putput,of 910 million, tons, with 430 illion from underground mines and 480

million from surface mines (strip and auger).

On'the subject of productivity (output per an-4) the Council's coal'task

force took acQunt of the loss in productivity in tmciergrOmid mines due to the high-
.

A
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er standards of safety and health required tinder the Coal Mine Ilearflitand Safety

Aet of 19;. llowever, they assumed that the bottom had been reached in 1971

and that some productivity improvement would begin in 1972. But that did not

occur; there were sonic further declines in output per man-day in both 1972 and

1973. So in this present study 1973 productivity has been taken as the base, with

the NPC estimated rates of imprOvement projected from 3 to 1980. The in-.

creases estimated by 'tip Council experts were approximately 3 percent per year

for underground and about 1.3 percent'for surface mines.

On the basis of those productivity increases the over-all manpower

requirements by years to 1980 were calculated. Those estimates produced an

a
expansion of roughly 5,000 additional workerS per year -- fi;om employment of

-IL

157,890 in 1973 to 193,200 in 1980.

As an alternative, !mother manpower projection was made, based -on

estimated annual productivity increases of about 2 percent in both underground

and surface mines. The underground rate was lowered on the theory that the high-

er standards for dust levels set in 1973 would raise manpower fiequirements to

sot e extent in future years. On the other hand, the estimated surface producti-

vity (especially strip mines) was raised on the ground that soilae shifting of .

production to theMiddle West and Rocky Mountain States would bring higher lev-

els of man-day output.

I On the basis of those productivity estimates the 4verage annual expan-

sion in manpower would be about 6,500 workers, and total enNoyment would
'I T.

reach 202,100 ih 1980.

An additional manpower allowatice must be made for active miners who



vi ..
die or retire. The records of the.United Mine Workers Welfare and Retirement

Fund show retirements of between-3,-500 and 4,000 annually during recent years:

Additional allowances must be made for the,30 percent of mine-workers

who are not manbers of the UMWA; fora residue of black lung cases which will

occur during the nekt years; and for turnover from other causes. The total replace-
;

ments nebded for attrition from all causes has been estimated at approximately it

9,\OE,m,pn per year.

An effort has been made to estimate the occupational requirements for the

the-hiohly skilled occupations, those in Grades 4, 5 and 6. On the basis of a study

made by the West Virginia Bureau of EmployMent Security a net increase of about

11, 000 such jobs in underground mines and about 17,000 in surface mines has been

projected..

The impact of this study for national manpower policy is that there will

bean influkc of some 15,000 new young workers per year into an industry which has

lead high rates of industrial accidents combined with high incidende of occupational

disease. There is an urgent need for training in mine safety for all new entrants

coupled"with skill training for those who will be required to operate and maintain
V

the complex machinery neeessary for modern mining methqds.

Responsibility for safety training lids in the Mining Enfoi-cement and Sak-
ti

ty Administration (MESA); but it is likely that state employment services will be

, called upon to assist iii recruiting young workers for the mines, underground and

surface and also to assist in finding jobs for those miners who may Want to leave

the industry for hbalth or other reasons.

* Department.of Interior
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It is recommended that.the Manpower Administration direct the atten-

tion of the state employment service's in the 25 states with sign'ificant coal mining

activity to the possibility fpr placement and training in the bituminous coat Indus-

trY

ft

o .
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INTRODUCTION

During World War II coal was one of the most critical and the most

1:6 important raw materials in the U. S. economy. At one point'the Federal
).

government took control of thinines' in order to insure a steady supply
.f,

industries. After the war the expansion continued

tliWIn tar 1948 annual employment in bituminous

a veraget 43.6,000 employees, with a peal$of 450,000

of coal for the war
)

for, several years.

anted lignite mines

in some months. Then began the competition. of oil and gas 'as-energy

sources, with the result that employment dropped to 126,000 in 1968

anet loss of all:), 000 employees, or more than .15,040 men a year on the

average. A major factor in that decline was an astonishing rate of increase

in productivity (output per manhour or manday) of about 6 percent per year

over the two decades.

, .
Anthracite had a. far worse experience. From a 1948 total of mote

3 than 100,000 workeis the employment' in hard coal shrank-to about 6,000.

Hard coal ceased to be 6. major factor in the nation's economy.

However, in the case of bituminous a turnabout in the trends began

to appear, in the middle 1.960's. Annual output reached bottom at 403,000

short tons in 1961, 1ollowed by a rise to 512,000 tons in 1965, reaching
5

a peak of .603,000 tons in 1970. The outbreak of the wax in Vietnam accounted

for some of that upturn in output after 1965. Another factor was the marked

expansion of.,strip mining from an output oLonly half that in underground mines

in .965 to practical equality in 1971:,

O
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.Another signal of a change in,trend canitfOm the productivity figures ..,'

I .

,
..

..... ,

Output per manhohr in underground mines began to slow down._ The rat-e. of.'
Z.

increase in 1966 Was 4.6 percent over the Previous year, but it Went dowra

tb*3 percent`in 1967 2.2 pereSPlita 1968 and only 1.4 peicent in 1969. Pfo'w- ;,, ., , P.

A V
°. .

ever; the productivity rate for the industry as.a whole did better over thes6

years because of the differential in strip raining. Output per manday ins i
4

mining is about 21 times,the rate in underground mines. Hence the expansion

.
of strip mining boosted the productivity fc 4. gthe industry as a whble.- So, .

e

even though e6a1 output was expanding substantially, employment continued

to decline until the bottom' was reached in 1968, according to the*Bureau of ' Q

k. -

Labor Statistics figures, or'in 196U,,as reported ,for average daily employment
. .. 0

1 , . .
... 6 , ..

Aby the Bureau of Mines. . :,- ....
,

oy

Then came the passage of the Coal Mine Health and Safety At in 1969..

That act established new standards for safety as well as new requiTenftnts

for ldvels of 'Coal dust in.the air. The impact of that legislation upon employ-
ti

ment and productivity was felt immediately in 1970, and it has continued its,
0

influence up to 1974. the'experience of those years which prolMes the

factual basis for future.projection4o.fcfial employment.

b

0

.1 "

eo.

.

r
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THE FIVE -YEAR PERIOD, 1969-73

Coal production-rose to a peak of 603 million.tons in 970, up about

42 inB.lion tons from 1969. After that it fell back. The `figures are shown

i1X rable

The setback in 1971 was Partly the result of the 7-week coal strike

in October - November of that year. There was some expansion in pro-

luction in the spring and summer in anticipation of the strike,, but the

output loss during the strike was substantially greater. The entire loss

occurred in underground mines(63 million tons) partially_cffset by an
. N.

output nicreaselin strip mines of 15 million toils, v:74ieft *did not feel the
/

effects of the/strike to any significant extent.

In 1972 there was partial recqvery of output in underground mines

and a new peakiiin strip, but the year as a whore fell short of 1070. Then

in 1973 underground production receded again, partially offset by a slight

gain in strip, with the year as a whole fajng a little short of the 1972 output.

Strip mining in 1972-73 was feeling the effects of proposed new legislation..

regulating stripping. That prospect still looms ahead for the industry as

of this writing in the summer of 1974. The future of strip mining will

depend to a very considerable extent upon the requirements of that legis-
,

lation, 'assuniing that it passes in some form.

The employment experience of the last five years is shown in Table 2.

A 7.6 percent increase in production in 197'0 produced a 12.5 percent increase in
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TABLE 1

Production of Bituminous and Lignite Coal
by Type of Mine

(Thousand Short Tons) .

Year
Underground

, Mining Surface Dinning Total ;
iie:PA

Strip Auger Total .

'1969: 347,132 197,023 16,350 213,37 560,505

1970 338:788. 244,11'r 20,027 264,144 .602 932

1971 75,888 258,972 17,332 276,304 152,192

1972 f 3 8,905 2.69,609 16,872 286,4181 595, an

1973 301,500 275,300 14,200 28'9,500 .,591,000---

t
Source: U. S. Bureau of Mines.

;;:-

/'/

/

,e'rx

1,-., t V ,. -
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TABLE 2

r

EmployMent at Bituminous and Lignite CoalMines"
by Type of Mine
(Number of Men)

4

,

. Year,
Underground

Mining

,

Surface . Mining Total

Strip Auger Total,.

,1969 ' 99,269 22,323 25-,363. 124,532.
A

,*94'0
; 16,

1970 107,808 28-;39 '3,935 32,332 140,140

1971 109,311 ± 32; 979 3; 374 -36,353 145,664

1972 112,252 34,.027 2,9S6 37; 013 149,265

-19-73 119,900 35,000 2,900 37,900 157,800

Source: U. S. Bureau of Mines.

A t"--
0 01
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employment (15, 000 men). All three types of mining had substantial increases
1 .

. i ,

In.employment. Despite the strike there was no decline in average employment
*

.
in the industry in 1,971. Auger thine with a substantial decline in their small

output, saved about 500, jobs, but strip increased about 4500; and even under-
;

ground, which bore the brunt of the strike, picked .up.1,500 men.

The rise in employment continued thre4gh 1973, with a new high for

the period of 157,800, the highest level sine:0 1960.L"'

Table 3 shows why employment has increased so much in the last

few years, namely, substantial declines in productivity in the industry. In

underground the decline has been continuous -- sharply downward in 1970

and 1971, and then further shading in 1972-73. Strip mining has remained

at about the same level, with 1973 showing the lowest rate in that period.

Auger mines showed verygood p uctivity results in 1972-73,, but -a:,

taken in conjunction with the decline in output, the results point to the closing

down of the less efficient mines due to the application of the 1969 Health and

Safety standards.
o

)t

4 t
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TABLE 3

PRODUCTIVITY AT BITUMINOUS AND LIGNITE COAL MINES

by Type of Mine

(Output pgr Man Day. in Tons)'

A

Year
Underground

mining ,
**Strip

,1969 15.61

.)
1970 13.76

1971 12.03

1972 11.91

1973 11.20

35.71

35.96

37.60

35.95

34.60

A Source: U. S. Bureau of Mines.

ti

Surface mining Total
A11 type , .

Auger Total

391 88

34.26

36.72

36.03 .

35.83

37.5.4

19.90

18.84

18.02
4

43.0'0 36.36 17.74

41.10 34.96 16.76

A

.
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OUTPUT PROJECTION,. 1980

The most comprehensive study of the future of theThituminous coal

industry was that made:by the National Petroleum Council in 1971-72. Their

basic report was issued in two volumes -- U.S. Energy Outlo.ok, An Initial,
3

Appraisal, 1971-S5. SubseqUently the Council issued the Task Force Reports
4

of its subcommittees. , Fnoour analysis here, we have drawn upon the 1973

volume on Coal Availability,, a report by the Coal Task Group of the Qther

Ehergy Resources Suhcoramittee of the Council.

The basic projectiOn reiced for a manpower study in coal is production.

The NPC, using 30:170 as a base,

1970
1975
1980
1985

made projections of coal pi dduction as follows.

590 Million tons
724
910

1,071

:The 590 million for 1970 turned out tobe too low -- the final figure

was 603 million. Furthermore, they estimated 360 million tons in under-
.11 di

L

ground production, which left on1y.230 fo;osarface. The, revised fibres
'14(

were, 603 million total, -339.underground and 2t4 surface.
4

l'As of 1980 the NPC estimated that the 910 million tons would eon-
, . .

sist of 430'million undOrgrowad and 480 surface.
" .

Since the NPC made its study two major factor's have intervened
.

to change the picture. First,t impact of the 1969 Health and Safety Act

"1

has put additional burdens and costs on underground mines, with some secondary

effects upon stitrface mining. The 1971-73 production data, both for underground

ti

18'
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and for surface, fall far short of the trend lines needed to produce 724 million

tow in 1975. No subsequent year has yet reached the 1970 output.

The second event is the Mid -East War, which furnished stimulation for

the achievement of,the original projection. In the energy crisis one of the

essential shortLrun (10-year) domestic energy surces is coal. The catas-

trophic price rises in oil have opened up market possibilities for coal, entirely

apart from any policy decisions which the 11. S. may have to make in getting

coal production under ferced draft. In brief, the original NPC outp.ut pro-

jection may turn out to be a good one, despite the low state into which coal.
production has fallen in the last few years.

A second problem concerns the shaxe9k the output produced by under-

ground versus surface mines. The latter had been thlg over the growth,
,

with underground barely holding its own. However, as 'rioted previously, sur-
.

face musing is now under the threat of Federal regulation, which could limit

its profitability and its prospective output. Since this legislation is still in

the works it is essential to suspend jUdgment until the dimens'ons because

dear.
'

1

For the purpose. of this study we shall as me that the production

data forecast for 1980 still represent the Most liker4 outcome of the con-
t..

Dieting forccs. Until more evidence is in, we propose to anchor to the

NPC 1980 coal production projections.

Our next problem concerns the construction of output data for the

intermediate years to 1980. The estimates are shown in Table 4.

t

O
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TABLE 4

FIRST PROJECTION MODhL

BITUMINOUS COAL PRODUCTION PROJECTION$

1974-1980

Year
Annual Prothiction

Underground
(000,000 tonsl ,

Surface
(000,000)

7. Total
(000,000)

1970

1971

339

276

i
264

27.6
/. ..

603

0552

1972 309 287 - 596 -t?

1973 3 290 591

1974 3191/ 3211/ 640-
.

105 3381/ 3421/ 6801/

21.4 1976 3561/ 364 -7 201/7

1977 374 39141 765

1978 3921/ 4181/ 8101'

1979
1/-411- 4491/ 8601/

1980
2/,430-, 480 Z,/ 910W

Source: National Petroleum Council oal Report adjusted-by KAI Tor
1972 -74, developments.

Estimated by KAI

2/- Estimated by NPC.

4.4

2O

YfM



''.. : We begin by assuming that 1974 will be a good year; It is already .. .

...., . -., ,

running well ahead of 1970. Some of this nay be due to better markets, for
i i'

coal in substitution for oil. But some may be stockpilingln anticipation of

a mine workers' strike next November. We have assumed that there will

be a strike, ID& that-it will be a short one -- not enough to upset the upward

\. trend of coal production into 1975.
.

p.

1.

For the remaining years of the decade we estimate a fairly apooth
''

upN'vard growth of underground and surface mining, with the latter filially .

pulling ahead, until by 1980 surface is 50 million tons ahead obinderground.`
, .

I

,

-\

o

.,-

I

1
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PRODUCTIVITY

e

The translation o coal production into manpower requires a'productivity

projection,. or in fact two projections, because the productivity differential

between the two types of Mining is so great.

We have begun by accepting the productivity assumptions ma4by the

NPC Coal Task Group. These have been chrteileln the Report on Coal Avail-
,

ability (p.36,37), with more detailed data supplied y members of the group.
0,

The problem for us here is that the Task Group underestimated the

drop in productivity in underground mining in 1971-73 (their estimate for
. ,

1970 was about right). In surface mines they did not foresee the decline in
a

output per manday which took place in 1972-73. The question is (a) should we

assume that these losses will be made up by 1980, so that the productivity levels

that they originally assumed for 1980 will be achieved (which is the assump-

tion we made for their output _projections), or (b) should we assume that the

annual rates of productivity increase which they selected will be controlling

over the remaining years of the decade.

In thid dilemma we have chosen the second alternative, although a

e

case could be made for the first. We have assumed a speed-up in output

to reach the original 1980 projectipns. Higher output often generates better

productivity. However, our judgment is that productivity increases will be

harder to achieve as health and safcty standards are enforced. So wd decided

to stay with the NPC rates of increase.

?2 .
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On this point vic have been-somewhat surprised at their choices. For

underground they selected an annual rate of increase which, on their pro-
, .

dtictivity projection for 1972, amounted to 3.2 percent for the following year"

..4
and then declined to 2.6 percent in 1980, with an average over the whole period

t r-

of a,little under 3 percent per year. Our adoption of their annual rate of .40

tone per manday gives us a higher productivity rate for the period, since we

must measure from the bottom of 11.20 tons in 1973. So the rate in our pro-.

jection Starts at 3.6 perent in 1974 and dips under 3 percent only in the last

year, 1980 -- an average of about 3.3 percent.

Such a productivity gain would require a substantial snap-back from

the losses in the las three years. In view of the wide differentials in efficiency

s.;among undergio 1 1 mines this choice may imply a closing down of the small

marginal mines with lower productivity. But that would further imply that
6

the efficient plants have achieved the safety ,standards without too much additional

manpower.

Table 5 shows tile effect of the productivity rate increase of .40 ton per

manday. The resulting manday outputs (for example, 12.00 tons in 1975) were

converted into uniform tnanyear outputs on the assumption of 225 working days

per year. In actual experience
r
There is always some fluctuation over the years,

but 225 days is a very central ,norm.

This projection results in an average accretion rate of about 2,300 men

a year. The total increase, 1974-80, would amount to 16,600 men.

For surface mines (Table 6) the NPC selected an annual improvement

of .50 tons Per manday, which averaged out (on their assumed base) of a little



TABLE 5
FIRST PR6-JECTION MODEL

EMPLOYMENT PROJECTIONS
Underground Mines

JProductiity, 1974-80, about 3 percent per year)

Annual
Year : production Productivity
.z (C030,000 tons) tons per man-day)

1970 t%(, 339 , 13.76

1971 '276 i i `12.03 ,

s
1972 309 44.91

4.

- 1973 301 11.24

1974 3191/ ' Jr. 603/
12A2/1975 23a1/

1976 3561/ 12.44/

3741/ /4,1977 1 89--

1978 3921/ 13,203/

1/ 134111979 .60-
.

1980 430-2/
14.003/

Additional Annual
labor average
(men) employment

107,808

1,503 .. 109,311
.

2,941 112,252

7,648 119,900

2,300 Ik, 2001

125,2001/3,000

2)4po 127, 6001
,...,

2,300 129,900--1/
8'

2,100 132,0001/

2,300 134,3001/
1

2,200 136,5001/

Source: Bureau of Mirfes.

1 /Estimated by KM

2/
Estimated by NPC.

3/
NPC yearly estimat es linked to actual in 1973.

o
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TABLE 6
FIRST PROJECTION MQDEI,,,

EMPLOYMENT PROJECTIOIi..1

SUrface.I'vrines 4
(Productivity, 1974-80, about L3 percent per year)

Year
Ahnual

production
(000,000, tons)

,

Productivity
(tons per man-day)

Additionai
labor .

i. (men)

Anntial
average

employment

1970

1971

1972

1973

264
P

Y;87

290

35.83 ,

37.54

36.36

34,90'

2,021

660

887

n,332

36,353

37,013

,37,900.

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

' 1/
321

1/
342

1
3647

/
1/

391

4181/
.

4491/

480--
2/

35.503/

36.00.?!

36.50 3/

337.00/

37.503/

38.003/

38.50-3/

0

3,200

, 2,100

2,100'

-2,700

f700

0, 60 .

3,000

41,10021

43,200-1/

45,300-1 /

48,0001/4,

50,7001/

53A 700-1/

,56,700-1/

Source: Bureau of Mines

1/Estimated by KM

?/Estimated by N11(

3/NPC yearly estimate linked to actual in 1973
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under 1.3 percent peiyear, and a little over 1.3 for ourlower actual manday
a

tonnage of 34.90 in 1973. In converting the manday output into the manyear, .

we have used 220 days as the staitdard kor surface mines. The past record

inthe ease of strip often shows 230-'240 days of work, but the auger mines
., 0

(which are included in the surface total) general operate only about 140-160

days a year.

.40, On that basis employment would in ere. c by 3,200 men in1974 and
.

create a total of 18,8'00 additional jdbs over the period, an annual average

bf about 2,700.

The final step in the projection the combination of the two types of

s

mining into a total for the industiy as a:\wh c (Tihfc, 7). -The result i$ an
, . .,

1 )=. '- '..t,1 .
. , . ,

average aimuall expansion of employment , 000 men a year, and a total of

35,400 over the period.
I. a

It just happens that the average employment in the first 4months df
414

1974 was 163;900 according to the monthly FePorts of the Bureau of Labor

.

Statistics. 0,This-closely appre4mates 'the 163,300 in Tole 7. ,Ilowever, it

is still too early to tell whether thisthis ai validation or a coincidence.. The,f
a ,

. N. .,

Bureau of Mines emp).oymeni.data,,which tire are using, sometimes differ .

, t r . ,
,. t.

from those of the Bureau 0 LabonStatisties. lkirthermore, At will be-a
;.

" 4
year before we can laidw how the total: employment is divided between sur-

face and underground. ,
6

On this prbjeetion the employment in bituminous minas in 1980 would VQ .,j

A

be 193,200 men producing a 1 of 910 million 'tons of coal.

0

C

.

411141

d

1 r.
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TABLE 7

FIRST PROJECTION MODEL

EMPLOYMENT IN BITUMINOUS COAL MINES
.1974-80

O -,

Year
Arinual

production '' ,
(000,000,tons) '`

Annual
average

employment

Additional
labor
(men)

1970

1971

1972

1973

603

552

596

591

140,140

145,664

149,265

157,800

5,524

3,601

8,535

ti

1974

1975

4
1976

)

1977'

1978

1979

1980

640-1/

6801/

720
1/

7651/

810 1/.
860'

910-
2/

.

414

163,3001

168,4001/

172,900

179,9001/

182,700-1/

188,000-
1/

1
193,2001

1

5,500,

5,100

4,500

5,000

4,860

5,300

5,200 .

Source: Bureau, of Mines

:14stirpated ki<AI

. ./Estimated by NPC

4

f
011
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IV. PRODUCTIITI-TX:4-,°A*D:IVIANPOWER PROJECTION, SECOND MODEL',

: , : t .,
. /

1 !
. 1: 0. .... 1

The prodlti,Yity estimates,,tf the National Petroleum Council point
i'. ,'

in two directions: first, underground mines achieving a marked revival of
!

.

,..
productivi tnereases after five years f slowdown ancl decline, and second,

-.... ,

strip mines encountering adverse. conditions (through legislation) which would
't*

restrict their productivity incieases to a fraction of their former gains.

Recent developmentt have altered the underground outlook. The full

impact of the Health aid Safety Act on employment and productivity in under-

ground mines_bas_ turned out to be suhstantially greater than expected. The- , )I, .-46., . , t'. /,
NPC Subcommittee could not have,anticipated a loss of nearly 30 percent in -..'

output per manday in four years. Furthermore, there are indications of

continued problems as,the new higher standards of health and safety are

-,, ,.. _
-

, applied,by the Bureau of Mines. The legislation is still having a restraining
. _....- _

Affect on productivity, since more labor is requited to establish and maintain ,

,..-'
. .2,-,-. , r_'. := .

.
t
ttielligher standards prescribed in the law. There is the further problem that

--- 1.,

'

the;kingwall method is not growing very fast, while the transportation problem

.pf getiPlg the eoal out of the mine is not be(ing solved qu iidy. Our estimate
.

0.

- ..-

is a pr:' ciductivity increase of .25 ton per manday; or about 2 percent a year
-,1,-.%

,---7,- :;+ , ..
(1',e,i-this projectio n (Table 8) the annual manpower--requirements in

.----t ', ,
I ,, .. -,: , ..,

undergrOtpid mines would amount to about 4,000 men. The total for the 7
"."",

.

yearn comes to 700. Employment in 1980 would reach 147,600

With reference to surface Mines, it seems unlikely that productivity
1

.increases will be restricted as much as the NPC assumed. The legislation,



-ABLE 8

SECOND PROJECTION MODEL
EMPLOYMENT PROJECTIONS

.Underground Mines
(PrOductivity, 1974-80, 'about 2 percent per year)

1/4\

Annual
1

Additional Annual
Year Production Prodtictivit ''t - labor average

(000,060 tons) (tons per man-day) (men) employment

1970 339

1971 276

1972 309

1973 0 301

13.76

11.20

107,808

1,503 109,311

2,941 112,252

7,648 119,900

1/ 3,900 1/
- ?19' 3191/ 11.45- 123,800-

-.197.t-1"--; 338:1/ 11.70-1/ 4,600 128,4001/

1976 3561/ 1/11.95- 4,000 152,4001/

1/ 1/ -1977 '374- 12.20- 3,800 1/136,200-

1978 392-1/ 12
1/ 1/.45- 3,700 139,900-

1979 4111/ 1/ 1/
-- 3,900 143,800--.,12.70-

,L 1980 , 430 2/ 12:95,1/ 3,800 147,600-1/
i

.. ,

Soi.trce: Bureaw of Mines

1/Estimated by KM NPC yearly estimates linked to actual'in 1973

2/Estimated
by NPC

4-

2,9
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.

has not yet been adopted, and it might turn out to IA more restrictive than

anticipated. However, strip mining has such a differential advantage in labor

costs over underground (now 3 to 1 in output per manday) that it has a good

prospect of overcoming any cost handicaps imposed by the legi.slation. There-

fore, we have estimated a productivity gain of about 2 percent tier year, the

same as underground. Table 9 shows the results.

For 1974 we have assumed the same .60 ton annual increase that was

used in the First Projection. The current legislative battle in Congress is

probably still operating to restrain strip mine expansion. However, assuming

that this issue is resolved en a compromise level, we have increased surface

productivity ( including auger) to .75 tons per man per day. , This estimate

results in an expansion of employment amounting to 3,200 men in 1974.*

From 1975 on to).980-ihe rise in employment.ranles from 1,800 men

in 1975 to 2,600 in 1979. The expansion of production from year to year has

been assumed to increase gradually,.While the output per manday is assumed
qk

to ilicrease at a flat rate. This last,p7sumpticin is based on the idea that public

pressure for higher standards will cotinue tq, be exerted o the strip mine

operators.

The two independent projections are brought together in Table 10, which

shows that a totatof 202, 000,men would be required in 1980 to pro'Juce 910

million tons of coal. The average annual increase in projected employment is

approximately 6,300, with a total increase over 1973 of 44,300.

*In neither underground nor surface mines has any allowance been made
for" loss of employment due to a strike in November-December 1974.

,r;

\
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TABLE 9-

SECOND' PROJECTION MODEL,

EMPI:oYMENT PROJECTION
Surface 'Alines',

(Productivity, 1974-80, about 2 percfnt per year)

1
v

Annual Additional Annual

.Year .' production Productivity labor average
., (O00,000 tons) (tons per man-day) (men) employment

,

1970 - 264 35.83

1971 276 37.54 '),\

1972 287 36.36

1973 290 34.90

1974 3211/ 35.50-/

1975 342--1/ 36.25--1/

1976 3641/ 37.00-1/

1977 391
1/ 37.751/

1978 4181 38.601/

1979 449-
1/ 39.251/

1980 .° 480-
2/

40 ..'00-1/

32,332

2,021 36,353

660 37,013

887 37,900

3,200 41,0001/

1,800 42,9001/

1,800 44,700.1/

2,400 47,1001

-1-
2,300 49,4001/

lr2:600 52,000
.. .

.-..' -
54,500 /2,500 11

--

Source: Bureau of Mines

1/Estimated by KM NPC yearly estimates linked to actuarin 197

2/Estimated by NPG,

I

31
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TABLE 10

SECOND PROJECTION MODEL

EMPLbYMENT IN 'BITUMINOUS COAL MII\E S

Year

1970

.1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

Annual Annual Additional
ppcuction average labor

(000,000 tons) employment (men)

603 10,140

. 552 145,664 5,524

596 itif 149,2'65 3,601

591 157,800 8,535

6401/ 164,9001/

1 .
6801/ 171,3002

720-1/ 177,1001/

765-1/ -183,3001/

810-1/ 189, ?001/

8601/ 195,8001/

2/
9107 202,100-1/

7,100

6,400

5,800 .

6,200

6,000

6,500

4

Source: Bufeau of Mines

1/Estimated
by KAI - N:1DC yearly estimates linked to actual in 1973

WEstimated 'by NPC

,14

r

(
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In terms of proriuctivity the increase in output per man per year is

subOantial, rising from under 3750 tons in 1974 to 4500 tons in 1980, a gain

of 20 percent in 7 yearp. That is an average cumulative rate of 2.65 percent,

which substantially exceeds the 2 percent ratg for each type oemine. The

higher combined to is due to the shift in production toward surface mines,

with their er productivity! levels.

r,

1. I

3:1
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V. PREFERENCE AMONG MODELS

Both the above models are based on a single total production projectiOn,

with the differences in manpower based solely on variations in productivity

trends. However, it would be possible (a) to vary the total output projections

? \

up or down for the next 7 years, or (b) to vary the proportionate shares of

underground and surface in the total.

Perhaps the greatest uncertainty at this moment in time is the future

of strip mining. What Congress does this summer of 1974 (if they do anything

at all) may govern the future of strip mining for the rest of the decade or longer.

Rather than try to guess the character and scope of congressional legislation

we prefer "to stick with the original NPC projections.

There are two solid reasons for such a choice. First, the need to
, -

mine more coal is a growing source of U.S. energy needs will become more

urgent with each succeeding year, thus insuring an expansion matching the

NPC magnitude. Second, the tremendous productivity differential in favor
r

of strip mining (3 to 1) should make it possible for strip mining to absorbs

substantial cests, for land reconstruction without undercutting its competitive

position vis-a-vis 'deep mining. It seems reasonable to assume that strip

production will forge ahead of underground in the next few years, provided

that the,new requirements are not too ofierbus for strip survival.

This brings, us back to the two models. Our preference is for the

second. The standards established by law for health and safety' in under-

ground have cut productivity (output per manday) nearly 30 percent from the

1
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, ..

1969 level. Furthermore, the pressure m the mine inspectors and from

the union is sure to require more complete conformity to prescribed standards.
,.

In the light of present conditions in undergroundpmines it seems safer to project 4.

a 2 percent productivity improvement for the rest of the decade than to count

on 3.percent.

For strip mining a one percent productivity improvement over the next

7 years,seems too low. We think that the surface mines ( including auger)

should be able to make 2 percent despite any likely legislative requirements.
,

2 i a

'I
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VI. RETIREMENTS FROM THE MINE WORK FORCE

Over and beyond the new entries who willJo required to meet the employ-

raelit needs of the industry for the rest of the decade, there are two other sources

of manpower requirements: (a) retirements because of age or disability, and

(b) labor turnover arising from workers who have been separated by quits,

layoffs or discharges, and who will need to be replaced.

The lal)er-turnover item. (b) i8 not significant for this survey, since it

consists mostly of young workers who go into the industry and then go out again

without trying to make coal mining a career. The records show that workers

who plan to stay with the industry will seek jobs in other mines and will refuse

referrals by the Ernploymeht Service to jobs in other industries. But the short-

term young workers who enter and leave within a year or two constitute a

manpower problem of a different kind. Such turnover has very little relationship

to this longer range study of coal manpower.

However, the permanent retirement of older workers does constitute a

replacement demand under present employthent conditions in the mines. This
.

was not always true. In.the 20 years avhen employment in biturhinws raining

was shrinking every year (1948=68), retirements were generally not replaced.

But since 1968 employment 11-surged upward, so that every separation leads

to a new hiring.

During that long period of employment downturn the mine workers became

about the oldest work force in any major industry in the U. S. Only the railroad

workers exceeded them in the propottion of older workers. The following table

shows the age distribution of miners over the debacle of the 1960's.
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TABLE 11

AGE DISTRTBUTION OF BITUMINOUS COAL MINERS
1961 - 70

Year
Ending0
Dcc. 31

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

19701/ ,

Weighted
IT

Percent of Total in Age Group Average
Under 30 30 44 45 59 60 and over Age

2.9 40.8 49.5 6.8 46,0.

2.8 39.1 52.0 el 46.2

3.8 36.7 53.1 6, 4 45.1

5.5 85.2 52.7 6.6 46.2

6.6 33.8 52.9 6.7 46.1

9.0 31.0 53.1 6.9 45.9

11.4 32.5 49.6 6.5 44.9

20.04 31.4 42.1 6.5 43.0
Ifa .

Source: Bituminous Coal Operators Association
Data derived from the UMWA Welfare'and Retirement Fund.

1/The December. 31, 1970 data are the same as those presented by the UMWA Fund
for January 1, 1971.

Note that the weighted average age remained practically-stable at

46 years from 1961 thru 1966. Then came a marked drop to,43 years in 1970.

In the older groups (60 * over, 45-59) the pattern is identical. Those miners

passed through into retirement 'at a steady rate. Thus in 1966 exactly 60. percent

of the work force was 45 years and over.

4

The point of interest here is the trends in the two younger groups.

When combined they represented a steady proportion of 40 percent of the total.
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But the numbers of men, in the prime of working life (30-44) shrank steadily, year

by year, as those men shifted into the 45-59 class and were not fully replaced

by new entries in their 20's. The latter group expanded from 2.8 percent of

the work fOr'ce in 1962 to 20.0 percent in 1970.

These shifts have treated a certain imbalance in the work force -- a

shortage of miners in the middle years.- The weight comes at the upper and

lower ends of the age sc

It is these older miners who will be retiring the remaining years

of the decade. T.he more precise pattern of the age distribution is shown in

Table 1.2 for January 1971 and May 31, 1972. oln this table the numbers are

shOwn in. five-year groups.

The percentages in this table are less significant than the numbers.

From age 40 up through CO and over the numbed are almost identical, showing

. that the aging of each group in the I.? years was offset by approximately equal

replacements for the age group bellow. The total decrease in employment for

''the five groups combined was only 1,670.

However, below age 40 die new entries came in -- nearly 5,000 under

age 25 and more than 5,000 between 25 and 35' years. Some of these represent
.

short-term turnover, as noted above, but most of them constitute the new

permanent work force in coal.

The significant point for the discussion here is the shrinkage at age 60.
,..

About,40, 000 workers drop out at that age by. death, disability or retirement.

It must be emphasized that/hiring the period January 1, 1971 to May 22, 1972

4,- the Black Lung program was going ahead full speed, so some of those losses
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TABLE 12 .

AGE DISTRIBUTION OF ACTIVE MINERS
MEMBERS OF UMWA WELFARE AND RETIREMENT FUND

F

.-` V,-

Age Group

January 1, ,1971 May 31, 1972
Number
of Miners - Percent

Number
of Miners Percent

Under 20 1,151 1'.10 1,679 1.47

20 -24 8, 713 8.32 13,115 11.48

25-29 11,035 10.55 , 14,292 12.51

30-34 * 10,261 9.81 12,304 10.77

35-39 9,644 9.22 10,727 9.39

40-44 12,887 12.32 12,361 10.82
I

45-49 15,429 14,76 15,069 13.19

50-54 15,847 415.15 15,571 13.63
yr

55-59 12,813 12.25 12,590 11.02

60 & i;ver 6 820 6.52 6,535 5.'72

0

Total 104,600 100.00 114,243 100. OD

Source: UMWA Welfare and 'Retirement Fund Surveys
e, '
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_,
could bereflecting the exodus of miners to the Black'Lung bencrts program,-...e. ,

administered by Social Security. But until the, Social Security r ords have
ti ,

been.analyzedlully there is no way of OstirnatifIg how many previously active
-.40"

miners went out through that route.

The major source of employment decline the older age groups .is..,

retirement on the Welfare and Pension Fund.. On May 31, 1972, ivlien there
w.

were 114,243 active miners recorded in the Fund, there were 65,776 miner_

. :

pensigners. Nearly 70 percent of those were 65 years or over, with the

remaining 30 percent (nearly 20, 000) being 55-64.

41% experience of the Fund with respect to-retirements since 19

is shown in the following table.

e.

0

T 14 13

PENSIONS A4T110IiIiED.SY
MINE WORKERS WEI.iFARE AND PENSION FUND

.Fis,eal Year

(June 30)

1965

1966

1968

1969

Number Fis , Year Number

;6,494
tt

.8,317

4,404

4,347
vye.

3,510 11

(June °30)

1$70

1971 .4,040

3,866

;
'Calendar Year 0

1972

a

3,671%

1973, 3,62.2* e-

The retirements in 1973, do not 'include the 8,599,casos put on, the
40

pension rolls as a result of a court decision.

*Rcvlar, not including Blankenship decision cases.
, e

'.111

y/

at

0
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The Blankenship case was a class action lawsuit brought against the Trustees

of the United Mine Workers of America Welfare and Retirement Fund of 1950 by

more than 70 retired miners and widows in 1969. The suit was filed to challenge

various regulations of the Fund concerning eligibility for pension, health, and

survivor benefits.

The final settlement of the case came on February 22, 1973. Many

previously ineligible retired miners became eligible for pension and hospital

benefits and some widows became eligible' for one-time survivor benefits.

The settlement does not affect any retired or working miners currently

receiving pension and/or health benefits from the Fund. An early projection

(UMW Journal - January 1, 1973) assumed that 17,000 retirees could become

eligible for the pension and hospital benefits and 3,000 widows would qualify

for its survivor benefits.

144' That decision *lied to old cases who had been denied pension benefits

by thcvanagement of the Fund.- It has been estimated by officials of the 'Fund

that only a tiny fraction of those eaes*could possibly have been active miners

in recent years.

In Table 12 it was noted that Tightly over 19, 000 miners were in age

groups 55-59 and 60 and over. All of those are already eligible by age (55)

'IN

,

S

\,' ... \ '11...
for retirement on the Fund. Another 15,571 will also be eliiblc by 1980. C.:.,",

In fact, a fraction of the 45-49 group will also reach that retirement age by .1*..,, .,
.t ....v....

. . s

;:!. \
1980 -- a reasonable estimate would be 4,500. That makes a total of over \'.

%4(''.
li
'N\
\39,000. Some of those have already retired in the last ,11 years; on a strictly %),.

proportionate basis that would be about 6,000 men. That leaves 33, 000 men

reaching retirement age in six years, or year. "...=
,

0 i iii4, I

..,4

1 b 41 . l'.; ..
, . 1 'se ,..



(if coarse, not all those Men will retire as ooli as they are eligible. The

sharp drop in employment after agep0 has already been noted. It can safely be

iassumed that those men now in.the ogfy 50's or late 40's will,not all retire

promptly in 1979-80, when they will be in the late 50's and early 60's. On

balance, 'we would estimate that the actual retirement rate will be nearer 4,500

a year.

Next, some allowance must be made.;Tor.the retirement of miners not

in the UMWA Fund. These are estimated at about 30 perce;nt of the total mine

labor force. Many of them are non-union workers with much smaller retire-

ment benefits. Others are strip miners who are younger (recent expansion of

strip) and administrative/clerical workel.s. As a group they will have fewer

retirees. Oar estimate is 1,000 retirees a year.

Some allowance must also be made for Black Lung benefits in the

future, that is, for miners not eligible by length of service (20 years) for

UMWA pension benefits. (If the Black Lung miner is eligible to retirement

benefits he can get both, aid the'refore is already counted among the Fund

pensioners). Darthermore, large numbers of miners failed to take X-rays

in the first program. It is thought that some of these were miners in their

early 50's, fairly close to qualifying for a pension by age and/or service,

but not wanting to be retired on Black Lung benefits only. Those mcn may

already have Black Lung, or they may get it by their further work in the mines.

For these and for othel accident and disability cases we have made an estimate

of 2,000 men a year for the first two years and 1,500 for the next five.
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Short-term turnover has been excluded from these estimates, but There

is a longer-term for which such an allowance must be made. Those are career

men of one year's experience or more who decide to leave the industry for

some reason or another -- death, moving to another state, taking a job in

.)
another industry, having been discharged, etc. From such meager data as

are available we have estimated a rate of about one percent a year.

In summary, we estimate that the attrition of coal manpower from these

various sources 'tvould be as follows:

Regular retirement

Outside Unfted Mine Workers

Black Lung in the future

Turnover from other causes

14

k

4500 workers a year

1000 workers' a year

2000 for two years, then 1500 a year

1 percent a year

/4 '1
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VII. MANPOWER REQUIREMENTS

In estimating future manpower requirements it is necessary to add the

replacements for attrition to the new entrants for additional labor. Using the

second projection model we arrive at the following estimates.

TA BL] 14
4.; 4t1

MANPOWER REQUIREMENTZr '6
ATTRITION REPLACEMENTS AND NEN ENTRANTS

1974-80

Attrition Additional Total New
Year . Employment Replacements Labor Requirements

1970 140,140

1971 145,644 5,524

1972 149,265 3,601

1973 157,800 8,535

1974 164,900 9,150 7,100 16,250-
% -

1975 171,300 6,200 6,400 15,600T

1976 ' 177,100 8, 770 °- 5,800 14, 570

1977 183,360 8,830 6,200 15,030

1978 189,20.0. 8,900 6,000 14,900

1979 195,800 8,950 '4,500 15,450

1980 202,100 9,000 6,360 15,300

The additional labor required averages somewhat more thae6, 00_0

..men a year, and the attrition a little less than 9,000 on the ay.erage., The

total requirements amount to more than 15, doo men a year, of a total of

about 107,000 Through 1980.

-4
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It is necessary to reiterate at.this point that the above tabulations do

not take into account a substp,ntial volume of short-term turnover of new workers
.

who enter the industry and then leave it without mating a career. Nor does it

include the large-scale voluntmi quits of workers who leave one employer and

go to another within the indairy. In other words, these figures must not be.//
atler

confused with regglar laborlurnovpr statistics compiled from the records

of individual companies.
r

Os
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VIII. OCCUPATIONAL PROJECTIONS

The objective on this point is to analyzetWd'inanpower requirements of

thebituminous coal industry. for the purpose of estimating the numbers of skilled

workers who would be needed in order to produce the output of coal projected in

the model.
. _

Occasional wage surveys made by government agencies; such as thd

Bureau of Labor Statistics, provide some sca/ttercd information on the oecu-
1' )

pational pattern of coal mineoperations. However, none of these have beers

conducted recently.

Manufacturers of mining equipment usually have patterns of manpower

requirements for their various machines. But these are not representative of
{elf

the industry.a s a whord.-_-Nor is there any way to translate those requireffients

into an indn'stry-wide-pattern.

About the only information available which contains detailed classifications
-

of coal mining job in underground and surface mines comes from two staW-wide

surveys by the state of West Virginia Bureau of Employment Security -- one in..

.
This Was a project conducted in.,cooperation with the Manpower Adminis-

1960 and the other in 1970.*
`. 7 ---

tration of the U. S. Departthent of Labor in order to provide "a complete occu-
.

pational-industrial matrix and to make manpower projections based on this matrix."

*A Study of Optrimum Sample Splection and Occupational Patterns in the

0 ..
. Q

Bituminous Coal Mine Industry o West Vir nip.. 1971. -
LW,
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In the bituminous coal industry an "attempt was made to collect occupational

information from the universe of establishments." This was done by sending

questionnaires to a stratified sample of coal mining establishments. The

sample response contained 78.24 percent of total employment in the bituminous

coal industry in West Virginia in December 1970. ,A total of 297 occupations

were represented in either or both the 1960 and 1970 tabulations.

The next step was to classify those occupations into the pay scales set

forth in the 1971 collective agreement between the Bituminous Coal Operators

Association and the United Mine Workers. The agreement has six grades of

wage scales into which are classified all the job titles that are found in the

bituminous coal industry.

The distinguishing feature of these six classifications is the daily wage

rate which is designed to reflect the differential skill levels of the work force,

at least to the extent that these can be fitted into six grades of skill. As an

example, in November, 1973, thelily pay scale in underground mines ranged

from $42.25 in Grade 1 to $50, 00 in Grade 6. A similar set of six grades has
4

been established for strip and auger mines, with approximately the same scales

of pay, except that there is a small,difference in favor of underground workers

in all grades below Grade 6. Thus, Grade 5 underground is set at $47.25 per

day, but in strip and auger it is $46.00. Similar differentials exist in the other

lower grades In preparation plants and other surface- facilities, there are no

Grade 6 workel:s and all the other five grades are paid a shade lower than strip

and auger. Foy cfxample, a mechanic helper in surface facilities has the status
/

of Grfide 3 at $41.75 a ,day. But a mechanic_ helper in strip and auger is paid

$42.00 and anther one in underground receives $42.75.

1=4W.1

7
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For the purpose of developing a projection of occupations in the bituminous

industry, it was necessary to determine the distribution of the
fi West Virginia

work force in the various pay grades, particularly Grades 4-6, which consist

of the three highest levels of skilled miners. With this objective in mind,

absolute figures elf employment within various mine occupations were obtained

firom thi,West Virginia survey. As many.0 possible of the occupation were

assigneNtolione of the six pay grades. A totaling of these nudpers produces

a base figure for each level of skill from which 1970 and 1980 national levels

cam be calculated.

While the WestNirginia survey reported 297 occupations in the entire

industry, the num0er of job titles listed in the 1971 agreement approaches 400

in underground mines alone. This significant disparity is due to the method

of job classification. The mine workers' agreement is designed to include

every job title which is in current use in the industry anywhere in the country.
4 `"`

The Dpartment of Employment Security, on the otherflrAd, coded all occupations

to the More inclusive 9-digit DOT (Dictionary of Occupational Titles) detail.

Consequently, while some job titles appearing in the agreement are universal

throughout the industry and correspond to DOT occupational coding, others may

be limited in usage to a particUlar region, state, or locality and would not appear

in the DOT list.

This difference-in method of classification frequently created difficulties.

For example, the DOT occupational code Electrician was not sufficiently detailed

to permit positive distinction between Grade 6 Electrician, experienced and Grade

5 Electrician,' Second Class.
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As can readily be seen, the classification of the West Virginia survey

occupational data into pay grades was based on judgment. Was the person

skilled or unskilled, and if skilled, just how skilled? In the instances of those

occupations that were solely indigenous to one type of mining the problem was

minimal, but those occupations that appeared in both surface and underground

operations row. ircd additional inforMation. Several cases exist wherein the
)

same occuPatienal title is assigned to varying pay grades dependent upon which

variety of mine is involved. Examples of these include: Welder, First Class,

a Grade .,6 in underground but a Grade 5 in surface; Crusher Operator, a Grade

:62 in underground but a Grade 4 in surface; and Dumper, a Grade 2 in surface

but a Grade 4 in underground.

_Problems such as these were resolved by distributing the number of
c

workers in each occupation concerned to the underground or surface work

force in the Tme proportion as the total employment in the type of mining

to the total mine employment in West Virginia.

Upon identifying the difficulties or incorporating the twe- sources of

information and establishing a system of adjustrhent for them, the task of

'measuring the size of each pay grade in West Virginia was undertaken.

Although the responses to the West Virginia survey had provided only 78 per-.

cent of the state's mine employment.,_the figures in the tables had been expanded_ .

to showtfie'f6Ccupational lireakdown of 100 percent of the work force. After
-11P

assigning each job title to its proper pay grade, it was these already inflated

figures that were used to arrive at a total employment size for each level of skill.

Table 15 is the result. The classification "all others" includes foreman, the

three ldwest pay grades, clerical staff, and other miscellaneous employees.

.6
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TABLE 15

PAY GRADE DISTRIBUTION OF WEST VIRGINIA MINE EMPLOYMENT
1970

Underground Mines

Grade 6 6,300

Grade 5 5,400

Grade 4 2,200

Total Grades 4, 5, and 6

All Others

Total Underground Mine Employment

Surface Mines

Grade 6 900

Grade 5 2,250

Grade 4 1,800

13,900 cZtc,;.

27,400

Total Grades 4, 5, and 6 4,950

All Others 850

Total Surface Mine Employment

Total Mine EmpLoyment in
Grades 4, 5, and 6 18,850

Total West Virginia Mine Employment

41,300

5,800

47,100

Note: While figures shown on tables have been 'rounded to nearest units of fifty,/

exact figures Were used in tabulations..

NO

a !a



(It should be noted that the six classifications listed in the mine workers'

agreement are not precise determinants of levels of skill. They are only general

guidelines. Even within each pay grade a wide range of skillstnay be prevalent.

Grade 5-A, Cutting Machine Operator, for example, includes both operator and

helper).

The 1970 underitround mine employment in the state of West Virginia

represents 39 percent of the underground mine employment in the nation and

produces 34 percent of the total tonnage of bituminous coal mined in the U. S.

for that year. As such, it can be considered a reasonably representative

'sample of the national underground mine community.

By increasing each pay grade 2.6 times, the size of each pay grade

nationwide in 1970 is obtained. However, before these new base figures can

be projected to 1980 levels, two vital factors must be taken into consideration.
0 -.

The first of these is the projected increase,Thiotal coal production in under-.

ground mines. Annual production of 340 million tons in 1970 i's estimated to

increase by 1980 to 430 n W.ion tons or for our purposes, in an amount of

1.3 times.

The 1.3 pro ion growth can not be applied to our pay grade popu-

lations, however, until allowance is made for any change in prodUctivity,

the second factor. An increase in productivity, if large enough, would have

the effect of requiring fewer miners in 1980 to produce larger amounts of coal.

In the case of the underground mines, productivity experienced a dip

in the period 1970-73, but is expected to recover by increasing at an annual

rate of 2 percent. Despite this prospective increase in productivity, there
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will be no net gain in 1980 over 1970. In other words, productivity in 1980 is

estimated to be restored to the level of 1970.

In this age of technological development and increasing reliance upon
r

coal as a source of energy, a 2 percent growth rate in, productivity might

seem small. However, it must be kept in mind that technical advancement
e

. .
is not the only force inatencing mine productivity. Increased application of

.

'health and safety standards will be augmenting the labor force as new techniques

and equipment tend to reduce it.

This influx of new employees with functions oriented to maintaining or

increasing safety, as opposed to directly mining coal, will be felt in all cate-

gories of skill. For example, Grade 6-D is likely to see increased numbers

and varieties of fire bosses and Gas Watchmen and Grade 5 should eperience
.1

a growth in the number of Roof Bolters and other occupations designed to pre-

vent cave-in disasters. In making the 1980 projection we have assumed a broad-

gauge increase across all levels of skill.

By applying the ratio of 1.3:1 to the 1970 base employment figures

in grades 4; 5, and 6, we obtained the projected levels of employment in

.,
each of the, three highest skilled pay grades of underground mines for 1980.

Table 16 illustrates the results.

4

o

t .

i
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TABLE 16

4
PROJECTED EMPLOYMENT IN UNDERGROUND MINES

1980

1970 1980
Grade 6 16,300 21,200
Grade 5 14,100 18,300
Grade 4 5,750 7,500

Total 36,150 v47,000

All Others 71,650 100,600

Total eiound
MiAe E4ployment 107,80 147,600

The 1980 employment levels exhibit an estimated growth in each pay

grade of approximately 30 percent. However, it-should not be 'assumed that

the new members within each pay grade will be new entrants to the overall

\nine work force. "Due to the extensive stratification of occupations in under-
.

ground mining, the source of the vast majority of these higher skilled employees

lies within the industry itself. Vertical mobility is prqvalent in the underground

mine indu try, particularly in the unionized sector.

In dealing with projections for surface mine employment, additional

adjustments and computations were required. The first distinction necessary

was the relative ize of the two 'types of surface mining, strip and auger

Nationwide employment in the strip mine industry constitutes 88 percent of the

total employment in surface mining. Accordingly, our base figures for each

pay grade in the surface manes were assumed to be distributed in strip and

auger mines in like prop-ortions and tabulations were performed to reflect this.

S

O
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Before expanding these figures to national levels,' An adjustment was

necessary to content with the variance bf proOuctivity, in surface mining that

ti

exists between West Virginia and the natir as? a N
4

Vest Virginia's pro-
'),-,,400-

. .

ductivity in both Strip and auger mines is rougl y 75 pereent.thati. of the national

,

average. In a crude sense
l'

this means that nationally three strip or auger'
L 8 o' `

C - ..
miners are producing the c ival amount.of:1'0dr of their counterparts in

,

West

Virg inia'. Consequently, for our sample to be truly reflective of' the nation0
-

v f : .
must be reduced by a corresponding amount:

AftqF deflating the_pay,g-rade figures to obtain productivity:adjusted:,
L,

base figures, they were increased 7..4 times. Although West Virginia siar- T
;

face employment i.A actually 18 -pereent!Of the total surface employment, "

adjuging for productivity reduces our sample's sip to 13.5 iicreent and}

thus the 7:4:1 ratio. '4e increased base.figures becainerour 1970 nationi,,
,:t3

levels of employment in pay grades 4, 5, and'G in auger and strip mines.

(4= .

The predicted growth of production in thifstrip,mining industry frog).

1970 to 1980 is 1.9 times. When coupled with an expected g-rovttli in prlauctivity

per man of approximately 10 percent,' an adjusted growth of 1.7 times is .

iU
°

dieted for the strip mines work force. Auger operations, on the other h .

are nor expected 1. display any significant growth in production or employmentr'
and consequently employment levels are looked upon to hold constant dtir.ing tb6.

. a

ten year period. Table 17 displays theiprojected national employ.mentleve

ancl pay grade distribution in surface, mines in -1970 and 1930.

n

° e :n
0

,

J

,
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TABLE 17

PROJECTION OF EMPLOYMENT IN SURFACE MUTES

.

.
Strip

1980

1970

Auger Total ?Strip

1 9 8 0

Auger Total

Grade 6 4,300' 600 4,900 7,300 600 7,900

Grade 5 11,800 1,450 13,250 20,000 1,A50 21,450

Grade 4 8,650 1 2.00 s 9,850 1,200 15,900

Total 24,750 3,250 28,000

.112710

42,000 x,250 45,250

All Others 3,750 650 4,400 8,G00 650 9,250

Total Surface
Mine Employment 28,500 3,900 32,400 50,600 3,900 54,500

The figures indicate a spectacular estimated growth in employment levels

of strip mining approaching 70 percent. As can be seen, the majority of workers

in this type of mine are in the highest skilled categories. This is largely due to

the nature of the operation itself, highly mechanized and equipment oriented.

Vertical mobility exists in surface mining, though to a lesser extent than in the

underground branch of the industry. The largest influx of new workers can be
1

expected to be felt in Grade 4 by employees new to the mine indu try, perhaps,

but altleady familiar with the operation and maintenance of mobile equipment. As

they gain more experience and hone their Skills with machinery characteristic

of strip mining, the upward flow into pay grades will begin.
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SKILLED JOBS

In the selection of specific occupations for further study and analysis, three

criteria were used: (a) the job should be so sharply defined that the statistics of
o

;-

employment in thy: j613 are comparable from year to year; (b) employment in the

job should be large enough to make it a significant factor in coal manpower; and

(c) sufficient skill must be required to warrant the establishment of training pro-

grams within the industry, or through the government.

The advantage of using these criteria is that they focus upon the larger

highly skilled worker groups. The disadvantage is that they omit some highly,

skilled essential occupations which have very small numbers. For example,

mining engineers constitute a small group of university trained professionals

who are critically important. Then thereSre- the foremen in various\znine

operations who constitute a large key group in achieving maximum production.

However, their skills are specialized in their respective fields, although they

have a common generalized skills managers of the various mining operations.

The following table shows the 1980 projections for six occupations in

underground mines.

SI;
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TABLE 18 -°'

. .

SKILLED OCCUPATIONS,,UDERGROUND MINES
1980 PROJECTIONS

Title Grade
Number qf Workers

West Nra. Total: U. S. Projection
1970 1970 1980

Continuous Mining
Machine Operator

.. ,

Fire Boss

6 .

6 -

1,420

230. .

3,700

400

4,800

500
4 tl

Longwall Machine Operator 6 125 330 450

Roof Bolter .-;-= 5 2,480 . 6,500 8,500
....---' .

Universal Cutting Machine
Operators Helper 4 5 790 2, 000 2,700
r

z
Jaditman.

1

4 ,

Mason

4

4

290

90

800

250

1,100

350

S

The continuous mining machine operators constitute one of the key

occnpations. There is almost certain to be a steady expansion of continuous

mining as a result of the energy crisis. On the other hand, the superior pro-

ductivity of continuous mining would operate to-reduce the number of machines

needed for a given volume of coal production. Similarly,. the longwall method

has a strong potential for the future and is being studiecOh the office of Research

of the Bureau of Mines. The immediate problem maytoo,,a0hortage orfongwall
m

machines, although that should be overcome in the long,erfan. Our judgment

would be that longwall machine operators will be considerably more numerous

than this estimate. At this writing it seems likbly that long-wall is the comi,pg

nlethod in underground mining.
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As the longwall method of mining proliferates it seems valid to assume

that the method most frequently replaced will be the universal cutting method,

thereby decreasing the demand for cutting machine operators and their helpers.

Cutting Ma.4.ine.operations require the most workers and processing at the

present t e.?` While this may be true in established mines, increased demand

for coal tvill bri4 about new mines, many of which will not readily lend them-

selves to the longwall method of mining. The demand for skilled cutting machine

o erators for mines such as these is likely to increase. As helpers become fully

alificd, an increased demand for assistants and trainees can also be expected.

The category of fire boss and its related occupations is certain to exper-

ience an increase in demand for its particular skill. The opo'hing of new mines

4 would be sufficient in itself to provide more positions. ,Hdwever, the larger

factor in increasing demand will be the growing application of health and safety

standards. As morc miners go underground, a. larger force of workcrs to com-

bat the possibility of respiratory damage will be needed.

Increasing the safety of working conditions in underground mines will

also call for more roof bolters and their related occupations. For stteh an

extremely important occupation, it is essential that training in this 'All

must leave no uncertainty that those performing the task are fully ( ficd.

Grade 4 in underground mines is a level of skill that serves as a stepping

stone to higher qualifications. Grade 4 consists of a heterogcnous grouping

of jobs with a myriad ofoccupationS that certainly require training and ability,

but in which the skills are not as fully developed as those positions in-Grades

5 and 6. Jac all and Mason arc examples of OceuriatIons that necessitate the
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high level skill but once these slcillsare. mastered the worker can advance to

an even more skilled role in the mining process.

The future of growth of the strip mine industry hinges largely on the

extent to which it is prohibited or regulated. The central issue is restoration

of the land to its national contours once the available supply of coal has been

exhausted. The decision by the mine operators, as to which workers will be

assigried to this restoration could greatly affect the growth of individual pay
,

Should it be considers logical that the initial process ofcategories.

removing the top layers of earth need just be reversed to restore the work

site, a general increase in all occupations could be expected. However, it

might not be profitable for the mine operators to pay the prevailing wage

rates of the higher skilled levels to perform such wok. The possibility

would then exist for the strip mines to employ a subs)tantial increase in

the lower skill grades than is projected in our estimates.

There exist strip mine locations in.terrain that is such as to pre-

clude the possibility of restoration to original condition. In some forms of

possible strip mine regulation these might be. totally prohibited by the new

legislation. Such a ban would undoubtedly decrease the required number
D

of new equipment operators.

However it is yet too early to make any valid assessment of those

(
possibilities. The occupations listed in the following table and discussed
I

below are treated on the assumption that the future employment

ta,requirements of the scrip mine industry by pay grade will continue in r e

sent proportions. \.

I
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TABLE-19--

SKILLED OCCUPATIONS, SURFACE MINES
1980 PROJECTIONS

IJ
Title Grade

Number of Workers
West Va. Total U. S. Projection

1170 1970 1980

Power Shovel- :6 'r40 775 .1,320'

Operator

"._ 'Stripping Shovel
pperator

6 310 530

Stripping Shovel 5 40 220 375

Oiler

Bulldozer Operator 4 800 4,500 . 7, 600

Just as in underground, it is the machine operators who constitute the

backbone of the strip mining operation. In strip mines it is the power shovel

operators and stripping shovel operators who govern the output. Our pro-

jections indicate that there is. likely to be a major increase in both classes,

of employees. Taken together they show an increase from 1,085 in 1970 to

.

1,850 in 1980, an increase of over 70 percent. That estimat s based oni
.

the assalption that the forthcoming strip mine legislation will lot be so
lb , '''it.

onerous as to put it out of competition with underground mines. With a pro-
ss., ----

ductivity differential of 3 to 1 in output per manday, stripping could absorb

some increased 'costs of land rehabilitation. On the other hand, we have not

assumed a high rate of productivity increase in strip in the immediate future

years.
4;0
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Whatever happens in strip legislation it is likely that bulldozer operators
F

will be in heavy demand. Npt only do they constitute one of the largest occupa-

tions in stripping opedions, but they are likely, to have the assignment of

putting the stripped land back in shape. There could be an expansion of con-

siderably more than 3,000 in this job.

Furthermore, bulldozer operator's move up the grade scale by becoming

stripping shovel oilers at Grade 5. That in turn become an entry job to shovel

operator. We have assumed that all these occupations will expand in rough .

proportions.

Another large occupational group in strip mining is the truck drivers.

Unfortunately for our occupational analysis it has not been possible to dis-

tinguish precisely in the West Virginia agency classifications the two.distinct

categories of trucedrivers. At the higher level (Grade 4) are the heavy

truck drivers who transport the coal from the stripping operations, or refuse

truck drivers who operate similar heavy trucks. At a substantially lower

level (Grade 2) are the light truck drivers, such as utility and supply truck

r / drivers, water haulers and others. As a result it has not been possible to

project on any sound basis future requirements ofG-rade 4 truck drivers,

),impoPtant as such an Occupation is in the industry.
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X. MANPOWER POLICY

If these manpOwer projections for the remainder of the decade are any-_

where near the acUtal result there will be a need for =Tower policies designed

to improve the safety record, the health record and the productivity performance

of the bituminous coal industry.

The almost universal experience in American industry is that an influx

of new young workers into an industry worsens the accident record. The best

way cls overcoming this is intensive training of entry workers in accident risks

and safety practices. For the coal industry this .is the responsibility of the Min-

ing Enforcement and Safety Administration of Dtpartment of the Interior.

Assistance in the recruitment of young weAc4-913.for the coal industry is a

function which the state employment services could perfotm. In past decades,

with coal mine employment declining every year, and with very few new entries,

there was very little that a public employment service could do, especially since

many of the entrants were local inhabitants of mihing communities. But with

the marked expansion of coal mine employment in the last five years there has

been a change the new recruits. The opening up of new coal fields in the newer

coal states, coupled with the high wages of coal miners, has attracted young wor-

kcrs into the coal fields. The geographic shifts which aro in prospect for expan-

ded coal production offer additional opportunities for public employment service

placement.

While the Black Lung Benefits program operated by the Social Security

Administration has swept up the health-disabled miners from the coal filds,

I-

.
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there are still some long-service miners wholave not participated in the X-ray

program and who may be partially afflicted with black lung. It is likely that some

of these will become black lung cases and will have to retire from mining during

the next five years.

However, such retired miners would be. ineligible for any work in the mines

(except with loss of benefits); but they could work in other industries without loss

of benefits. Here the public employment services could offer their services for

such placement activity. ;

Furthermore, some of the higher-level occupations in the mines require

high degrees of skill in operating and maintaining the complex and highly produc-

tive machinery used in modern mining methods. high skills are needed in these

occupations (a) to avoid accidents and (b) to, improve the productivity in coal pro-

duction. is another area in which the Manpower Administration could makeThs

an importa it contribution.

Finally, there is the possibility that the coal industry will be required to

make a higher -contribution to the solution of the energy crisis than the production

projected_by the National Safety Council prior to the Midast War, and prior to

the world-wide restriction of output by the oil-producing countries. Coal iesta

domestic U.S. resource, winch could under a crash.program become a substati-
'\

tially greater energy source than is now in prospect.

If such a program is adopted there will beadditionalcnanpower require-

ments, not only in coal mining itself, but in supplcmontaryindu4rits such as

:rail' transportation and pipeline (coal) construction.
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In the light of such real and potential possibilities it is recommended

that the Manpower Administration direct the state employment services in the

25 coal states to analyze the developments in their respective states and gear

themselves to participate in the placement and training activities which will be

necessary for the achievement of the manpower objectives, whatever those turn

out to be when the nation makes its decision.
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A. POSTSCRIPT ON OCCUPATIONAL PROJECTIONS

Limitations of avail e data have handicapped us in making estimates of

both the future overall manpower requirements in the bituthinous coal industry

and the more p cise requirements fOr specific highly skilled oc9pations. The

Employment Security Agency of the state of West Virginia is to be congratulated

on the efforts they have made to obtain state-wide occupational data by 9-digit

job titles in 1970, and previously, in 1960. The section of the report on occupa-

tional projections is based on West Virginia data converted to nation-wide totals

in 1970 and then to projections in 1980, supplemented by the grade classifications

of job titles listed in the labor-management contract of 1971.

One limitation is that the 297 u,ccupational.classifications in the West

Virginia surveys are not suffroitly detailed to match the pay scale classifications

in the 1971 contract, which mentions as many as 1,000 job Ales classified into

six precise daily pay scales, with minor modifications in the surface operations

(a) strip and auger and (b) preparation plants and other surface operations. In

the case of sharply defined occupations, such as continuous mining machine operator,

longwall machine operator, 1.vel4ler first class, fire boss and roof bolter, it was

posSible to obtdin reasonably complete and accurate figures froin the West Virginia

surveys on a definitive job or a closely related family of jabs.

However, in other cases the number and diversity of job titles in a single

grade classification made it difficult to decide how the West Virginia titles fitted

into the grades in the contract. The tent electrician includes more than a score

of job titles covering, a wide range of jobs of varying content. The term "median-

ic" is equally br 11.1 d.
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Another factor which further diffused the skill content of a job title is

the established practice int:nines covered by the UMWA contract of posting

and bidding on job vacancies within the mine. When a vacancy occurs it must

be posted for 5 day's to permit employees an opportunity to bid for it. Seniority
..,.

governs among those found to be qualified. One result of this practice is that

many miners in the higher pay grades have had a variety of work experiences

and can qualify for a variety of skilled jobs. Another result is that the entry -t

jobs in the industry are in the lower pay grades, from which the miner expects

to work his way up as opportunities arise.

I. inStill'another imitation n working with data:from two different Sources'

is the diffiCulty of matching titles a d jobs. As mentioned above, truck drivers

show wide divergence in degree of skill and pay. Car dumpers with various

descriptive adjectives appear in underground mines at Grade 4, but at Grade 2

in strip and auger and .1.so in surface facilities. Thus we were unable to classify

by "pay grade the various truck driver titles that appear in the West Virginia survey.

Filially, one point stands out in sharp relief in this whole study of o6cupa-
.

tional projections, namely, the lack of a productivity factor (output per manhour,

or per manday). What we haiie had to work with in the occupational data from the

West Virginia surveys is a mixture of goOd, medium and boor operations in

bituminous mining. There is no way of discovering the patterns of related jobs

which are growing as distinct from those which are being phased out.

The missing ff,Ltor in this 'study is the impact of productivity and efficiency

on future occupational patterns in an indust4. What is needed here Is a selection

of the most advanced (efficient) mines in the industry, underground or surface,

8
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coupled with the,occupational'patterns in those mnies. It is a .well knoval thesis
_ -. ., ,

,r
inAhe.field of occupational projections that the patterns which are found in the

&:. '-
most advanced plants in an indu'stry tod:.. will constitute the prevailing pattern

- .,: . °,

in the i dustry at some time the future., 'During that period the least effi6icht

plants with their occupations will lave drol5ped out of the industry: Those plants
,..' / .. =..- , ...

,- -
foreshadow the labor displacements whichhich will take place in coming years:- That.

r

v is what occurred in bituminous coarin the i950's and 1960's. A
1 ta 'F '4. °

..

a-75

Advanced plants may be determined by types of production which are

widely recog,nized in the industry as being Jlic wave of the future -- th e longyalf

method in min.i4g,, for example.. However, to estimate the rate arwhich the
O

most advanced plants will dominate the industry some productivity data ar6neccled:
A

The concept is that the wider the productivity differentials existing iii the industry;
.

6 t.

the sooner the occupational transition will thke place. Of course,
.,, . ft- .

factors have to be taken into accetukt.. Sio'projections in coal manpol r can b°C,-
. ..., ,, , .

'made without evaluating the,effect of thdthealth aasafety standards (vhich may
- .:- . .:. ,

i 1°.

(and have already), offset the rise- in productivitij.r.
' a

But the principle of occupational changes relate4toproductivity Is still
'4

lisound. Itls our judgMent that projections based upon the .present occupation,
-,--

i, . --.
- , . , .

. .

pat)erns of the most efficient mines wo rodUcebetteer results than We,:llave
.

, , i. . k.
, . .

been able to obtain here in thiabsenbeof such information:

4.4
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